This paper presents a smart sliding Chinese pinyin Input Method Editor (IME) for touchscreen devices which allows user finger sliding from one key to another on the touchscreen instead of tapping keys one by one, while the target Chinese character sequence will be predicted during the sliding process to help user input Chinese characters efficiently. Moreover, the layout of the virtual keyboard of our IME adapts to user sliding for more efficient inputting. The layout adaption process is utilized with Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) and deep reinforcement learning. The pinyin-to-character converter is implemented with a sequence-to-sequence (Seq2Seq) model to predict the target Chinese sequence. A sliding simulator is built to automatically produce sliding samples for model training and virtual keyboard test. The key advantage of our proposed IME is that nearly all its built-in tactics can be optimized automatically with deep learning algorithms only following user behavior. Empirical studies verify the effectiveness of the proposed model and show a better user input efficiency.
Introduction
Input Method Editor (IME) is to help users enter characters or symbols that cannot be directly entered into computer with standard input peripherals. It typically involves the interactions between user and the input peripheral, such as keyboard stroking, mouse moving and clicking. For touchscreen devices, touching plays the most important role as the input operation.
As target devices and input peripherals vary significantly from each other, diverse user interfaces have been designed for IMEs. In this paper, we focus on sliding IMEs that are implemented for touchscreen devices. The traditional design of touchscreen IME commonly consists of three parts: virtual keyboard, the current typed keys, and a candidate list. An example for entering Chinese characters with a sliding pinyin (the Chinese Romanization form) IME on touchscreen devices is illustrated in Figure 1 . A typical procedure for entering a Chinese character through a sliding pinyin IME on a touchscreen device would take three steps. We take the Chinese word 你 好 (pinyin: ni hao) for example. First, the user enters its pinyin sequence for the concerned word by interacting with the virtual keyboard, as shown in the lower part of Figure 1 . Then IME generates the corresponding candidate list for the given pinyin sequence (the bar containing Chinese characters or words in Figure 1 ), which allows user to select the intended characters. Finally, the user chooses an item from the candidate list to finish the input.
With the inputting procedure above in mind, IMEs for touchscreen devices are usually optimized in two aspects for higher efficiency. One is to adjust the IME interface to facilitate the interaction with the IME, such as virtual keyboard layout adaptation. The other is to optimize IME conversion engine that decodes user inputs into characters for higher accuracy, so that less time will be spent for users on picking the target item from the candidate list.
There are a lot of existing works which devote into the conversion engines of IME by introducing complicated machine learning and language processing models. However, few works ever considered the former interface improvement for better IMEs. In this paper, we focus on both of the perspectives to optimize sliding IME for touch screen devices. In detail, we propose a sliding virtual QWERTY keyboard incorporated with adaptive key size adjustment together with an effective sliding-to-character converter. Though virtual keyboard are common among smartphones and tablets, inputting in a sliding style and alterable key size are so unusual that they need strong enough learning models to manage the concerned interaction with much more interface variables. We introduce a framework to handle the challenge. In detail, we adopt sequenceto-sequence (Seq2Seq) model and deep reinforcement learning to transform the sliding sequence to character sequence. Meanwhile, the framework may adapt the layout of the virtual keyboard to reduce time cost while user finger keeps sliding from one key to another.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next section formulizes our task and Section 3 reviews the related work. Section 4 demonstrates our model details. Experimental results are reported in Section 5, followed by discussions in Section 6 and conclusion in Section 7.
Task Formulization
In this paper, we study a practical solution to the sliding Chinese pinyin IME on touchscreen devices rather than the current simple key stroking on static keyboard layout. In detail, the differences of our sliding IME to any previous ones are two-fold. First, we consider layout changeable virtual keyboard with adaptive key size and pressure sensitivity setting. Second, our sliding IME enables richer sliding operations besides individual stroking. Thus, our IME will have to handle extremely complicated interaction procedure with quite a lot of adjustable interface parameters.
Formally, a smart IME will be generally set on any touchscreen devices. Our task as an interaction process is two-fold:
1. Our sliding IME needs to make a decision by decoding user finger sliding movement into a target letter sequence according to where the finger stays or pushes on the corresponding keys. This conversion can be implemented in two ways. One is to first convert the user finger movement to corresponding keys to be triggered, then translate the key sequence to character sequence. The other is to convert the finger movement to character sequence directly. For Chinese pinyin IMEs, the former method will first convert finger movement to a pinyin sequence, then translate the pinyin sequence into character sequence. While the latter is to directly convert the finger movement to a character sequence.
2. As our smart virtual keyboard allows the most degree of freedom for user finger actions, we enable two types of keyboard layout adjustment. One is the graphical interface adjustment, with which each key can be changed by size, larger zoomed keys are to accommodate user inputting intention, and smaller zoomed keys are to avoid spurious triggering. Furthermore, the pressure sensitive degree, which is latent in the sliding decoder, will make it more possible to be triggered for more tendentious keys, and less possible for those unlikely ones, which can decrease the possibility of mistriggering. Our interaction model thus also has to automatically and continuously update all these related geometric or pressure parameters at every moment of sliding.
We choose the two-step sliding conversion method for our smart sliding IME, because to ensure the target key be triggered correctly is right the aim of the layout adaptation process. A smart sliding IME is formalized as follows. Firstly, the layout l of the virtual keyboard can be defined by the keys on it, that is, l = {k 1 , . . . , k K }, where K is the number of keys on the virtual keyboard. Each key k i can be defined by its position, size and possibly some other parameters, that is,
, where x i , y i , w i , h i represent the rectangle area of button for key k i . The word adaptive means that the layout of the virtual keyboard is changeable according to the interaction with user rather than being static as usual. We denote layout at timestamp t as l t .
Then, the sliding procedure of user finger is sampled into a discrete sequence of sample points, s = {s 1 , . . . , s N }, where N is the number of sample points. Each sample point consists of position, size, pressure, timestamp and possibly other features of the touch point, s i = (x i , y i , s i , p i , t i , . . .), where x i , y i , s i , p i , t i represent coordinate position, size, pressure and timestamp of the sample point respectively. Then, the layout adaptation process can be represented aŝ
where Θ L denotes the learnable parameters for layout adaptation. Thus, the goal of the adaptive keyboard is to find the parameters Θ L for predicting a new appropriate layoutl t+1 given the past layouts L 1...t = {l 1 , . . . , l t } and samples of the user sliding till that time S 1...t = {s 1 , . . . , s t }. Note that the past layouts are necessary as we suppose the layout should change continuously and smoothly.
Moreover, as mentioned above, to implement an IME that accepts sliding operation as input, it is also the responsibility of the IME to determine which keys should be entered corresponding to sliding along with Figure 2: System flow chart of Chinese pinyin IME that provides adaptive virtual keyboard and supports sliding input. The part in the dashed line rectangle infers flow chart for each timestamp. Note that the pinyin-to-character converter module for other two timestamps is omitted for simplicity.
stroking or clicking. To ensure that keys have been entered are presented to user as immediately as possible, the IME should response each time it receives a new sample point, other than generate the corresponding characters only when the sliding move terminates. More specifically, for a sample point s t at timestamp t, the sliding IME predicts c t = (c t,1 , . . . , c t,K , c t,K+1 ) that represents which key should be triggered at this timestamp, where
where i ∈ {1, . . . , K}, and c t,K+1 = p (no key should be triggered at times t) (3) represents the probability of whether to trigger a certain key at timestamp t.
Note that we suppose only one or none of the keys should be triggered at each timestamp. Denoting the internal parameters as Θ C , the IME predicts the keys to be triggered for a sliding S as the following equation
for each timestamp t.
Then the IME needs to convert the key trigger to the corresponding sequence in target sequence. Formally, given the probability that a key should be triggered C = {c 1 , . . . , c T } till timestamp T, the IME predicts the corresponding sequenceŶ = {ŷ 1 , . . . ,ŷ N }, where N is the length of the target sequence bŷ
where Θ T is the parameters for this converter.
The general flow chart of this system is shown in Figure 2 . The layout adaption and key triggering part of this IME can be formulized into a sequence prediction problem, while the target sequence conversion part is a sequence-to-sequence conversion problem, and we will introduce an IME that solves these two problems with neural networks in the rest part of this paper.
Related Works
Though various IMEs have been developed for practical use, few research papers on IMEs are found. Here we introduce two commercial IMEs that implement similar ideas to our work. The first one is ThickButtons 1 , which is an IME for touchscreen smart phones. The specific of ThickButtons is a virtual keyboard with enlarged keys to allow thumb typers to input more accurately and naturally. Depending on the language and context, different keys will be enlarged. The other is Swype 2 , which allows user to enter a sequence of characters by simply one sliding on the touchscreen. So it helps user enter texts more efficiently by eliminating frequent lifting finger from the touchscreen. Page (2013) reviewed the performance of these two IMEs, and their results showed that both these two IMEs can improve the inputting efficiency in certain tasks. Moreover, Jia and Zhao (2014) introduced a model for IME typo correction.
As we formulize our general sliding IME as sequence prediction and sequence-to-sequence mapping problem, we can conveniently take a typical solution to the problem in terms of deep learning, Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) and sequence-to-sequence (commonly abbreviated as Seq2Seq) model. RNN has received great success in various tasks (Mikolov et al., 2010; Graves, 2013; Kalchbrenner and Blunsom, 2013) . To solve the performance bottleneck of RNN on long term dependencies, Graves introduces Long Short-Term Memory RNN (LSTM), and is shown to be a powerful improvement over traditional RNN Bahdanau et al., 2014) .
Previous studies mainly focus on generating candidate words or characters for IMEs using natural language processing (NLP) techniques. Chen (2003) introduced a joint maximum n-gram model with syllabification for grapheme-to-phoneme conversion. Chen and Lee (2000) used a trigram language model and incorporated word segmentation to convert pinyin sequence to Chinese word sequences. Luo and Roukos (2008) proposed an iterative algorithm to discover unseen words in corpus for building Chinese language model. Mori et al. (2006) described a method enlarging the vocabulary which can capture the context information. Hatori and Suzuki (2011) and Yang et al. (2012a) respectively applied statistic machine translation (SMT) to Japanese pronunciation prediction and Chinese P2C tasks. Chen et al. (2015a) and Huang et al. (2018) regarded the P2C as a translation between two languages and solved it in neural machine translation framework. (Hellsten et al., 2017 ) presented a weighted finite-state transducers based approach for mobile keyboard input to transliterated keyboards, where the keyboard representation differs from the output script.
In our sliding IME, we take a neural solution following the latest progress on Chinese IME development. Seq2seq model is an end-to-end solution for sequence mapping problems utilizing RNNs first introduced in machine translation in (Sutskever et al., 2014) . Later attention mechanism was introduced for further performance improvement (Bahdanau et al., 2014; Luong et al., 2015) . (Chen et al., 2015b; Huang et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2019) showed that Seq2Seq model is an effective solution to pinyin-to-character conversion for pinyin IMEs.
Different from all the effort only focusing on pinyinto-character conversion, this work takes a different observation over the IME challenging by optimizing its touchscreen interaction efficiency. As we have too many parameters to learn to trace user finger behavior, we thus introduce an intelligent solution. In this work, reinforcement learning is utilized as a solution for learning the strategy of layout adaptation by simulation in our IME. The combination of deep learning and reinforcement learning was first introduced by (Mnih et al., 2013 (Mnih et al., , 2015 , where they introduced Deep Q-Networks (DQN) for playing atari games. However, DQN can be only applied to systems whose action space is discrete and finite. Lillicrap et al. (2015) combines the actor-critic method and DQN by introducing Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient (DDPG) algorithm that can operate over continuous action spaces. Then Bahdanau et al. (2016) introduced reinforcement learning to natural language processing tasks.
Model Description

RNN for Smart Sliding Keyboard
As mentioned above, our model for sliding keyboard is implemented to solve a user behavior sequence prediction problem and RNN serves as the backbone. Given an input sequence X = {x 1 , . . . , x N }, produce a corresponding output sequenceŶ = {ŷ 1 , . . . ,ŷ N }. RNN starts with an initial state h 0 , and at each timestamp, the hidden state is updated as h t = f (x t , h t−1 ), together with the outputŷ y = g (x t , h t−1 ). This model is optimized to minimize the difference between the predicted outputŶ and the expected output Y on the training dataset.
Thus RNN is a natural solution for our smart virtual keyboard by combining the current keyboard layout l t and sliding sample s t as the input for an RNN, that is, x t = {l t , s t }. Then the history of layout L 1...t−1 and touch samples S 1...t−1 will be stored in the hidden state h t−1 . The output is defined to be a combination for the predicted layoutl t+1 and the information of which to triggerĉ t . In other words, Equations (1) and (4) can be rewritten asl
where Θ RN N is the parameters of RNN. Our empirical study shows it difficult for RNN to converge when trained to predict the parameters of a new layout directly. So we introduce the latent labels z = {z 1 , . . . , z K } for each key on virtual keyboard. Each z k corresponds to a key k k and z k ∈ M = {1, . . . , M }, where each value in M is one-to-one mapped to a scaling factor F for the keys M ↔ F. Each key k k is zoomed in both width and height according to the scaling factor corresponding to z k , and the center point of each key is kept unchanged. Accordingly, we first predict a keyẑ t and then include the key as an input to predict the layoutl t+1 . Thus Equation (6) is nowẑ
where f z is a function that applies the scaling factors to the keys. By introducing the latent labels, the layout updating process is simplified to a classification problem.
Applying Reinforcement Learning
Note that RNN requires labeled data for network training, more specifically, each instance in the training dataset should be a pair of an input and its corresponding output that RNN is expected to give. For our smart virtual keyboard, however, no such well labeled dataset can be built for two reasons. First, for the sliding procedure, it is not clear when each key should be triggered. Second, for the layout adaption, the best layout for next timestamp is implicit so no expected output can be found. That is why we utilize deep reinforcement learning to handle the two inconvenience. The standard setup for reinforcement learning (Sutton and Barto, 1998) consists of an agent interacting with an environment at discrete timestamp. At each timestamp t, the agent observes environment e t , takes an action a t following a certain policy π, and receives a reward r t . When the environment is not fully observed, the state can be represented by the history of observations and actions, that is,
Both the policy π and the state V can be modeled as probability distributions. The policy π maps the state to probability distribution over the action space V → P (A). The state v t at time t is a probability p (v t |v t−1 , a t−1 ) of last step based on Markov assumption with initial state p (v 1 ). Then the return from a state is defined as
where γ ∈ [0, 1] a discounting factor for future rewards. The goal is to maximize the expected return from the start distribution,
Moreover, the action-value function is defined to describe the expected return after taking an action a t for state v t :
or rewritten in recursive form of which is known as Bellman equation:
For our smart virtual keyboard, the environment e t = {s t , l t } consists of the keyboard layout and sampled sliding point, and an action a t = {c t , l t+1 } including triggering the corresponding key and update the keyboard layout, and the reward r = α e r e + α s r s is defined to be a combination of efficiency reward r e and triggering reward r s . The triggering reward r s is set to measure whether the predicted characterĉ t at time t conforms to user's expectation,
correct , ifĉ t meets user expectation R wrong , ifĉ t does not meet user expectation R miss , if input is done but misses expectation 0, otherwise (17) where R correct is the pre-defined positive reward. R wrong and R miss are penalty rewards. The DDPG algorithm (Lillicrap et al., 2015) is applied under this setup to train our model, thus our smart keyboard is trained on sliding operation and reward for the keyboard adaption and decoding decision.
Seq2Seq Conversion
Our IME utilizes a Seq2Seq model to further translate key trigger C T = {c 1 , . . . , c T } into corresponding Chinese character sequence Y . C T is first transformed into a corresponding pinyin sequence X = x 1 , . . . , x N by concatenating the pinyin characters represented by all the keys that should be triggered, where N is the length of the pinyin sequence. The pinyin character to be enteredx t at timestamp t is determined by triggering the key that is the most likely triggered at that time,
where char i represents the pinyin character represented by key k i . The pinyin sequence X is formed by concatenating all none empty values in {x 1 , . . . ,x t }. The pinyin-to-character conversion in Equation (5) can be implemented by Seq2Seq model as follows,
where f Seq2Seq denotes the Seq2Seq model with parameters Θ Seq2Seq that translates pinyin sequence to Chinese character sequence.
Note that the input and output sequences are simply pinyin and corresponding character sequences, which makes this model rather independent of other modules in the IME. Thus this model can be trained independently on parallel corpus. Moreover, to make the Seq2Seq model more robust to imitate human mistakes to improve robustness so that it can tolerate some mistakes made by the sliding keyboard, we add some noise to the pinyin sequences during training process by random insert or modification of characters in certain probability.
Sliding Simulator
While there are some existing corpora with sufficient data for training the Seq2Seq model for pinyin-tocharacter conversion, we still need to find a dataset for the sliding keyboard models in our IME. Thus we build a sliding simulator to produce sufficient user behavior data for training and test these models. Such a finger sliding simulator is to mimic imperfect user behavior over touchscreen. Note that if finger move model follows strict and ideal physical specifications such as constant velocity, and always locating at the center point of a key, then maybe we do not need so complicated an interaction capturing model. Thus the presented simulator will feature imperfect finger sliding as follows, Target For the target key of a phase of sliding, the ideal targeted point will be at the geometric center of the key. Our simulator will let the true targeted point near the geometric center with a stochastic distance . When such a targeted point has been reached, we assume that the attempt for inputting the corresponding key is done and next phase of sliding for a new key starts at this time.
Direction At any time, the sliding direction will aim to the target point plus a stochastic disturbance.
Speed The sliding will take a variable velocity within a range, which is determined stochastically, except for a bit higher speed for sliding between target keys, and a bit lower speed when passing the target key.
Pressure The touch pressure will be also stochastically set between a range, except for a bit lower pressure for sliding between target keys, and a bit higher when passing the targeted key.
In our implementation, the sliding speed is set to 1000 pixel/second (p/s) while the keystroking speed is 300p/s. The expectation of direction is set by the normal distribution of random points between current and next positions. Let p denotes maximum touch pressure on devices. The expectation of sling pressure is 1 2p and that of keystroke is 3 4p . It is difficult to generate the entire sliding procedure all at once, especially for a targeted keyboard whose layout is changeable. Thus our simulator calculates the sliding procedure by producing a sequence of sampled touch points one after the other. More formally, s t = f s (S 1...t−1 , p k , l t , Φ s ) where S 1...t−1 is the past sampled touch points, p k is the next position, l t is the current layout and Φ s is the parameters of the simulator. Note that this prediction process is coincident with IME workflow, which samples user finger sliding at a certain sample rate. This simulator can provide sufficient sliding samples to our smart keyboard by working out a large enough labeled dataset.
Experiments
Setup
Our smart virtual keyboard is implemented on the client-server architecture. The client working on a touchscreen devices is responsible for building user interface, including displaying the graphical interface and tracking the user gestures. The server end predicts the key to be triggered and the new layout based on the sampled point and the layout of the graphical interface received from the client, and sends these predicted updates to the client to make the client adapt accordingly. In our experiment setup, the client is implemented on iOS 10 and the sampling rate is set to 20Hz. The sliding understanding model utilizes 3-layer LSTMs of 512 hidden units for both actor and critic for the DDPG algorithm.
In addition, before applying the DDPG algorithm, the actor is pretrained to trigger a key when its corresponding target position is reached and to keep the layout unchanged and critic is also pretrained during this process. For pinyin-to-character Seq2Seq model, both its encoder and decoder is implemented with 2-layer LSTM of 256 hidden-units, 0.9 dropout rate and the attention mechanism in (Luong et al., 2015) utilized. Character-level embeddings are applied to both of model input and output.
Our baseline sliding keyboard is also implemented with a static layout and an RNN for sliding understanding, which has the same setup as the actor and is trained by the pretraining method.
The corpus used for training and test is the Chinese and their corresponding pinyin sequences extracted from the People's Daily from 1992 to 1998 in the form of Maximum Input Units (MIU) (Zhang et al., 2017) . There are 4M sequences/samples, 38M Chinese characters and 116M pinyin, as statistics shown in Table   MIU 4,231,352 Number of characters 38, 236, 958 Number of pinyin 116,790,254 (Yang et al., 2012b) . The training and test datasets are split by 9:1 where 10% samples of the training set are held out for validation.
Evaluation of Sliding Keyboard
The performance of the modules for sliding understanding are evaluated in two ways. The first is the input efficiency using the virtual keyboard, this is measured by the average time to enter keystroke sequence for the intended Chinese characters, or time (seconds) per word (TPW) for short. The other is the character error rate (CER) when input with the virtual keyboard. For a traditional virtual keyboard, performance on this measurement mainly depends on the accuracy of touch on a certain key. But it is another story for the sliding virtual keyboard. Because it is the responsibility of the sliding virtual keyboard to determine the characters to be triggered, and the keyboard may possibly trigger a key that user wants to input even when his or her finger does not reach it accurately, while the model may also possibly trigger keys incorrectly during the inexact sliding. Thus the character error rate is also important to evaluate the sliding decision performance. The performance of our smart virtual keyboard and the baseline are shown in Table 2 .
Model TPW CER Baseline Sliding Keyboard 3.78 1.96% Reinforcement Sliding Keyboard 3.66 1.42% Table 2 , the reinforcement sliding virtual keyboard outperforms the baseline in terms of both metrics. The smart sliding keyboard achieves a remarkable reduction on CER comparing to the baseline sliding keyboard, which demonstrates that the adaptive keyboard layout can help reduce the user mistriggering during sliding. The lower TPW of the smart sliding keyboard infers that our smart sliding keyboard also helps improves the input efficiency.
Performance of the end-to-end IME
Another experiment is to test the end-to-end performance of our IME. In other words, we evaluate the performance of the predicted Chinese sequences for given corresponding sliding sequences as the input. The input sliding sample sequences are produced by our simulator and the output Chinese sequences are tested on CER. Note that the number of character errors in this context is calculated as the Levenshtein distance between the predicted sequence and the ground truth for each sequence. Our model gets a CER of 46.45% when training on the raw dataset, and after adding noise to the pinyin sequences during training, the CER is decreased to 35.93%, which is a remarkable performance considering the variety of homophones in Chinese.
Figure 4: An example of the runtime state of our IME during sliding procedures, where the arrows represent the sliding trajectories. Figure 4 shows an example of how our IME interacts with the user. In these cases, the sliding process is made by our simulator when attempting to enter 中 文 (pinyin: zhong wen). First note that the layout of the virtual keyboard for IME is adapted during the sliding process. We also find that by adding noise to the training dataset, our pinyin-to-character converter can predict the target Chinese sequences correctly even before the entire sliding process finished or when the sliding is inaccurate. In Figure 4 , the simulator makes a mistake that it slides to i when it should have slid to o, which makes the predicted pinyin sequence is misspelled as zhingwen, but our IME still predicts the target Chinese sequence correctly. Thus our IME can further let user input more efficiently by helping finish the input process before the entire pinyin sequence is entered and tolerate a number of mistakes in the sliding process.
Discussion
Experiments show that our smart sliding keyboard can improve the input efficiency for Chinese pinyin IME. As many languages have similar morphological regularities, such a framework can be applied for building adaptive keyboards for any other multiple-character-set languages. But note that our work still utilizes some pre-defined tactics by introducing the latent labels and scaling factors in Equations (9) and (10), which can be further improved in our future work.
The pinyin-to-character converter implemented with a rather naive Seq2Seq model also achieves a remarkable performance, which infers that neural models are competent. As our model performs a deterministic mapping from the sliding process to corresponding pinyin character sequence, the pinyin-to-character converter has not made full use of the rich information in user finger sliding. We will optimize this process in the future.
A simulator is also implemented in our work to provide data for model training and evaluation. The main reason for implementing this simulator is that we do not have access to sufficient actual user behavior data. For practical applications, realistic user behaviors can be collected and used to train these models for improving the user experience.
Though our work mainly focuses on the sliding Chinese pinyin IME on touchscreen devices, our solution framework can be applied to IMEs for many other languages without any obstacle. Our realization also supports the combination of tapping manner and sliding operation to input. An important idea behind our work is to make computer understand user intension from user behavior automatically rather than make user explicitly declare their intention or rely on countless manual rules for model design. Thanks to the latest advance in machine learning, especially deep learning, we can now help IMEs evolve into a much more intelligent way.
Conclusion
This work presents a neural networks solution for smart Chinese pinyin IME in touchscreen devices. It is smart in that it can understand user behavior by converting their sliding into Chinese character sequences automatically and updating the layout according to continuous finger sliding. We consider layout changeable virtual keyboard with adaptive key size and pressure sensitivity which enables richer sliding operations besides individual stroking. A significant advantage of our work is that we are attempting to make IME understand users as the most of the parameters and rules behind it are learned adaptively from sampling user behavior, other than defined or annotated by human. So it can be a rather manpower-saving method for IME optimization. Experiments show that our smart sliding keyboard can improve the input efficiency for Chinese pinyin IME.
